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Let L be a negative self-adjoint bounded operator on a Hilbert space 2, 
and p a projection on Z with pLp trace class, and let {Tz : t > 0) be the ex- 
tension of {etl : t > 0) to a strongly continuous semigroup of completely 
positive quasi-free unital maps of Fock type on the fermion algebra A(%) 
built over 3”. Then it is shown that there exists a strongly continuous self- 
adjoint contraction semigroup {G, : t > 0) on the Hilbert space of the GNS 
decomposition of the quasi-free state w0 such that in the representation of that 
state: T1 > G,(.)G, , t > 0. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let {T,: t 3 O> be a strongly continuous semigroup of completely positive 
contractions on a C*-algebra A, which acts on a Hilbert space A?. Then it is 
interesting to ask when is there a strongly continuous contraction semigroup 
{G,: t 3 0} on A? such that 
x -+ T,(x) - G:xG, 
is completely positive from A into B(X) for all t > 0. This is an analog of 
unitary implementation of groups of automorphisms, and following [lo] we 
call the generator of the semigroup Gt , when it exists, a dissipator for Tt . In 
[7] it was shown that for norm continuous semigroups, a bounded dissipator 
could always be found in the weak closure of A. See also [6, 16, 22, 231 for 
earher weaker results in this direction with norm continuous semigroups on 
W*-algebras, and [9] for a construction of dissipators for certain semigroups 
which possess invariant states. Here we study completely positive dynamics on 
the CAR algebra, and in Section 4 we prove the existence of dissipators for 
certain symmetric quasi-free dynamical semigroups when considered in certain 
quasi-free representations. In Section 3, we first study the case of a single quasi- 
free completely positive map, building on the theory of quasi-free completely 
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positive maps developed in [8, 11-13, 18, 271 of implementation of quasi-free 
automorphisms developed in [l, 3-5, 14, 15, 19, 20, 21, 24, 26, 281 and quasi- 
equivalence of quasi-free states in [l, 251. 
2. NOTATION 
We will use the notation and theory of quasi-free completely positive maps 
developed in [I 1, 121. We work with the CAR algebra A(H) built over a separ- 
able Hilbert space H. Let no denote its Fock representation on Fock space F(H), 
with vacuum vector Q. If  Y is a projection on H, take a conjugation J on H, 
commuting with r, and define the Bogoliubov representation T,~ of A(H) on 
F(H) by nr : 4.0 - d4l - r)f)) + .rr&*(Jrf)). Then (WO =r, Q) can 
be identified with the GNS decomposition of the pure quasi-free state wr = 
(n,(.)Q, 9) on A(H). We usually identify A(H) with its Fock representation, 
so that us is the identity representation. If  T is a contraction between Hilbert 
spaces Hand K, which interwines with projections r, s on Hand K, respectively, 
we let A,(T) denote the completely positive unital map from A(H) into A(K) 
such that 
AV)[ : u*(h) ... a*(fMg,) ... 4gwJ:rl 
= : a*(X) -.* ~*(Tfnb(%) ... dQwJ:, 
where double dots indicate normal ordering with respect to the states w, and 
ws [ll]. Thus A,(O) = wI , and if T is an isometry, A,.(T) is a homomorphism 
independent of r, denoted by A(T). Furthermore there is a well-defined contrac- 
tion F = Fr,#(T) from F(H) into F(K) such that 
Fn,(X)L? = n,A,(T)(X)Q 
for all X in A(H). I f  H = K, Y = s, we write F,(T) = F,,,(T), and if r = s = 0, 
F(T) = F,,( T) is the usual Fock space contraction as defined in [13, $61 say. 
3. COVARIANCE FOR A SINGLE COMPLETELY POSITIVE QUASI-FREE MAP 
Let p and Y be projections on a Hilbert space H. We let C(p, r) denote the 
contractions T on H such that Tr = rT, and Tp - pT is Hilbert-Schmidt, and 
the following four operators are trace class: 
~(1 - T*T)(l - Y)P, ~(1 - TT*)(l - Y)P, 
(1 - p)(l - T*T)r(l -P), (1 - p)(l - TT*)r(l - p). 
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Then C&J, r) is a *-semigroup. That C(p, r) is closed under multiplication 
follows from identities such as 
p(1 - T*S*ST)(l - r)p 
= $J(l - T*T)(l - r)p + [pT*(l -p)](l - s*s)(I - r)[(l -p) Tp] 
+ pT*i-~(1 - S*S)(l - Y)P] TP 
+ [PT*U - PHU - S*W - ~1~1 TP 
+ PT*[PO - S*W - r)l[(l -P) TPI. 
I f  T, S E C( p, r), then p( 1 - S*S)( 1 - r) = [p( 1 - Y)( 1 - S*S)i/2]( 1 - ,S*,S)l/a. 
Hence all operators enclosed in square brackets are Hilbert-Schmidt and there- 
fore p(l - T*S*ST)(l - Y)P is of trace class. 
Note that a unitary T lies in C(p, 0) if and only if Tp - pT is Hilbert-Schmidt, 
which is the condition of Shale and Stinespring [28] that the quasi-free auto- 
morphism A(T) is unitarily implementable in the quasi-free state wD . 
We denote such unitaries on H by O(p). M oreover, the operator T = 0 lies in 
C(p, I) if and only if p - Y is Hilbert-Schmidt, which is the condition of 
Powers and Stormer [25] that the quasi-free states wr and wD are quasi-unitarily 
equivalent. 
Let p, Y be projections on H, and T a contraction in C(p, Y). We will be inter- 
ested in constructing first a nonzero contraction 9 on F(H) such that both maps 
Y - ~,&VY) - FRAY) 9” 
and 
Y + mAT*)r - ~*~,(Y)~ 
are completely positive from A(H) into B(F(H)). 
Let K denote the Hilbert space H @ H, and W the embedding h + h @ 0 
of H in K. If  lJ denotes the unitary 
c (1 - ;*T)l,* 
-(I - T7’*)1/2 
T* ! 
on K, so that T = W*lJW, then T E C(p, Y) is equivalent to U E O(p @ Y). 
Thus [28] there exists a unitary 4! on F(K) such that 
~,OT4w4 = ~~,O,W ** (3.1) 
for all x in A(K). Moreover since Wp = p @ Y W, there exists by [ 1 l] an isometry 
F = F,,,aT(W) from F(H) into F(K) such that 
Y - ~,~W’)(Y) - Fr,(y)F* (3.2) 
is completely positive from A(H) into B(F(K)), and 
~d..P*W = F*~‘p&)F (3.3) 
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for all x in A(K). In fact F is defined by 
and all y  in A(H). Let Jr and Ja be conjugations on H, commuting with p and Y, 
respectively. For convenience, we will always take Jr @ Ja to be our conjugation 
which commutes with p @ r. Then WJr = ]r @ J2W. Hence A(W) riTz, = 
z-,@,A( W) (as well as ~&,~,.( W*) = A,(W*) r,B?) and so F = F(W) the 
usual Fock space isometry as defined in [13, $61 say. 
Then 
n,&(T) n-p1 = n&4 ..r(w*) A(U) 4W) nil 
= A,( w*) Tr ,,AU) 6-&v? (3.4) 
which clearly extends to a normal completely positive map on A(H)” = 
B(F(H)), using [27, Lemma 3.141. 
We let 9 denote the contraction F*%F on F(H), which is uniquely determined 
by T, p, and r, up to a phase. Thus for any finite sequence yr ,...,yn in A(H): 
[n97Ar(T)(YTYj)l = [n~(A~@r(W*) A(u) A(W)(Y,*Yj)l by PII 
= [F*T&W) N+‘)(Y:YJPI by (3.3) 
= [F*~~,&W’)(Y:YJ~ @*Fl by (3.1) 
2 [F*@F~,(yfy~) F*%*F] by (3.2) 
Hence y  + r,&(T)(y) - 9~,(y) 9* is completely positive from (A(H) into 
B(F(H)). Moreover 9 # 0 since we shall see (FQ, Sz) # 0 from (3.10). 
We investigate the contraction g a little closer. I f  S is an operator on K 
(respectively H), we let [S,J denote the matrix of S with respect to the decom- 
position K = pK @ (1 - q)K, Q = p @ Y (respectively K = pH @ (1 - p)H). 
We make the following assumption on our system (T, p, r): 
U,, , U,, are invertible. (3.5) 
This restriction is only made to cut down the notation, and the general case can 
be treated following [26, $51. 
We let A = A(U) be the bounded operator on K with matrix (lij given by 
(3.6) 
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as in [3, 14, 261, so that /1r,(U), /l,,(U) are Hilbert-Schmidt. We define the 
operator (1 = /l(T) on H by 
A(T) = w*A(u)w (3.7) 
so that 4,(T), Al(T) are also Hilbert-Schmidt. Note that if Y == 0, then 
Tll = Ull > and it is easily verified that (3.7) reduces to 
fl,, = -I,, -I- T&l, 
A,, = -T;II;,, 
4, = -T,,T;,l, 
*,, = I,, - Tit2 + T,,T;;‘T,, . 
(3.8) 
Now let 2 be an arbitrary Hilbert space, and s a projection on Z. We refer 
the reader to the Appendix for a discussion on defining dF,$(S) for certain 
operators S on Y* as an operator on F(X). 
Let /l be a bounded operator on 2 with matrix /Iii with respect to the decom- 
position P = SP @ (1 -- s)X, such that /la, is Hilbert-Schmidt. We will 
define an operator: exp dFs(/l): with domain u*(&‘)Q. Here the dots will 
indicate normal ordering with respect to the Fock state and will give a precise 
meaning for ZI dF,(fl)“:/n!. Let {fJ and {gi} be c.o.n. bases for SZ and (1 - s)ti, 
respectively. I f  4 E a*(&‘)Q, we define the following [26]: 
:exp dF,(d): + = f  exp #&l,,) U&J 
L=O 
(3.9) 
u,= c ~ j+k+l=L j! a! l! 'jkl 
and where 
Ojkl = c u*(nl,ef(fh) "' a*(Al,f(~i>) 
;:::;; ~*LPLJg(ql)) ... ~*u42Jg(qk)) 
‘I’ “” ukkl)) . . ’ u(dqk)) 
4J42&1>) ... 4.J42&l)) 
4&l)) * *. 4&l)) 
4f(Pl)) ... 4fo4). 
Ojkl maps u*(X)q~ into itself, and OikL~ = 0 for large j, k, 1. In the Appendix, 
exp @?(A,,) is defined on u*(&‘)Q. Hence (3.9) is well defined. 
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We now return to our system (T, p, r), where T E C(p, r) as usual and (3.5) 
holds. Then by a slight adaptation of [26] we have, up to a phase 0, that 
%y = 0 det[l + A,*,(U) A,,(U)]-‘/” :exp dF,,,(A( U)): F 
for all v in a*(K)SZ. 
However F = F( FV)*&F( W) by definition, and A,( IV*) = F( W)*(.)F( W) by 
[13, Theorem 11.31. We can thus deduce: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let p and r be projections on a Hilbert space H, and T a 
contraction in C(p, r) such that (3.5) holds. Then x + s~,Ar( T) n;‘(x) extends to 
a completely positive normal map on A(H)“’ = B(F(H)). 
Moreover there exists a contraction 9 on F(H) with (.9X?, 52) # 0, given on 
a*(H)Q by 
9~ = det[ 1 + A&(U) A,,( U)]-l12 :exp dF,(A( T)): IJJ, 
where A(U), A(T) are given by (3.6) and (3.7), such that the maps 
x + rrvA7( T)(x) - 9%,(x) 9” 
and 
(3.10) 
x -+ rr,A,(T*)(x) - cF*v,(X)9 
are completely positive from A(H) into B(F(H)). I f  r = 0, then (3.10) reduces to 
.F~J = det[l + T,*,lp(l - T*p~T)pT$1]-l/~ :exp dF,(A(T)): v, (3.11) 
where A(T) is given by (3.8). 
In defining 9 previously, there was a phase ambiguity. We now remove this 
by defining 9 = F(T) such that (3.10) holds. If we wish to emphasise the 
dependence on p we write B(T, p). 
In the next section we will produce dissipators for some quasi-free semi- 
groups with the aid of: 
LEMMA 3.2. Let p, r be projections on H with p - r Hilbert-Schmidt, and 
let LY be the automorphism of B(F(H)) such that (~rrr = rrD [25]. Then for any 
contraction T on H which commutes with r, the contraction 9(T) is up to a phase 
8 given by 
k.F( T) = or(F,( T)). (3.12) 
Ifp and r are bothfinite dimensional, and (3.5) holds, then 0 = det VI,/ 1 det VI, I. 
Proof. Since p @ r - r @ r is Hilbert-Schmidt, there exists by [25] an 
automorphism jI of B(F(K)) such that 
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Let 01 (respectively /3) b e implemented by a unitary V, (respectively V,). 
Then for x E A(K), 
wv*~&&> ~,F(W 
= wv*~9@r(w(w 
= ~94@?P*)(x) by [ll, Theorem 3.l(ii)] 
= ~%&A W”)(4 by [ll, sect. 31 
= ~,*w%~,(~*)(x)h 
= W( w*) %@S(X) F(W) Vl by [II, Theorem 3.l(ii)]. 
Hence there exists a unitary u such that 
~Wr(X) ~&W> = w&)wq Vl 
for all x in A(K). In particular u E ~~a,(kl(K))’ = @ and 
uVJJ(W) = F(W) v, . 
Clearly we have, up to a phase 
@ = B[~d3rW. 
Hence up to a phase 
F(T) = F(w)*wqW) 
= wv*mxU) T/,wv by (3.14) 
= ~~w9*F,@T(U)~(~~‘V, by (3.13) 
= V,*F,( T) v, by 111, (3.W 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
Suppose p and Y  are both finite dimensional and that (3.5) holds, and let 0 be 
the phase in (3.12). Then 
19--l(aFT( T) i-2, Q) = (F(T) Q, sz) 
= det[ 1 + A,*,(U) A,,( U)]-i/a. 
Let fiP, 7YP denote the unique extensions of rrl., ng, respectively, to auto- 
morphisms of B(F(H)) so that 01 = fig?;‘. Suppose r, , ~~@r are implemented by 
unitaries u, , u,o,. , respectively. Then for all x E A(K): 
%@7w = UP o 4@rw*)(4 
= w9(UT*[~TA1.OT(~*)(X)lZC~) 
= w,[u,*F(W)*n,O,(x)F(W)u,] by [ll, Theorem 3.l(ii)]. 




using [ 18, Proposition 2.21. 
Thus 
13 = det[l + U,*,-‘lJ,*,U,,U~;‘]“” det(U,,) 
= (det[l + U,*,-‘U,*,U,,U~,‘] det( U,*,) det( U,,)}“” det( U,,)/det 1 U,, ( 
= d4Ull)/det I ull I 
using UC1 U,, + U,*, U,, = 1 r1 . 
4. DISSIPATORS FOR SYMMETRIC DYNAMICAL SEMIGROUPS 
THEOREM 4.1. Let L be a negative bounded self-adjoint operator on a Hilbert 
space H, andp a projection on H, such that pLp is trace class. Then {r,A,(etL) 7~;‘: 
t > 0} extends to weakly continuous semigroup of completely positive normal maps 
on (A(H)” = B(F(H)). Moreover there exists a strongly continuous self&joint 
contraction semigroup G, on F(H) such that 
x --+ r,A,,(etL)(x) - G,r,(x) G, 
is completely positive from A(H) into B(F(H)) for all positive t. 
Proof. If pLp is of trace class, we have pL is Hilbert-Schmidt and it is verified 
from the power series expansion etL = C (tL)“/n! that etL E C(p, 0) for all 
t > 0. Let p, be a sequence of finite-rank projections on H such that p, tp. 
We can assume that our conjugation J commutes with all p, . Let G,* = 
r,“(F(etL)) for t > 0. Then {G, n: t > 0) is a strongly continuous self-adjoint 
contraction semigroup on F(H). Let t, be such that 0 < t < t, Z- 11 etL - 1 ]I < 
l/16. Then if 0 < t < t, , it is clear that the systems (etL, p, o), (etL, p, , o) 
n = 1, 2,..., all satisfy (3.5). Moreover, by Lemma 3.2, we have for 0 < t < t,: 
&F(etL, p,J = Gtn, (4.1) 
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where the phase 8 = det(p,++pJ/det / pnetLpm [ EZ 1 since etL > 0. We show 
for h E H: 
F(etL, p)h = :+i S(etL, p,)h (4.2) 
uniformly in 0 < t < t, . 
It is easily seen from (3.8) that /I(.@, p,J --+ /I(.&, p) uniformly strongly as 
7t ---f CO, for 0 < t < t, . Thus from (3.9) and the continuity property (Al) it is 
enough to show that as n + 03: 
and 
-421(etL, $4 - A2detL, PI (4.3) 
(p,e”“p,)-l( 1 - etLp,etL)( pnetLp,)--l --)r ( petLp)-‘( 1 - etLpetL)(petLp)-l (4.4) 
uniformly in Hilbert-Schmidt and trace norm, respectively. Now 
4dtLj f4 = (1 - PA et4n(P,etLP,)-1 
= (1 - p) etLp( plzetLp,)-l 
+ (1 - pMetL - lip * bPP,)-l. 
Thus approximating (1 - p) etLp E HS(H) and p(e”” - 1)p E T(H) C HS(H) 
uniformly by finite-rank operators and using (p,etLp,)-l -+ (peiLp)-‘, it is 
established that (4.3) holds uniformly for 0 < t < t, . Similarly we have 
( p,etLp,)-l( 1 - etLp,etL)( pl,etLpn)-l 
= ( pne”“pJ1p( 1 - es”“) p( p,etLpJ1 
+ (p,etLp,)-lpetL(l - P> ~“LP(pn~“LP,Y 
+ h+QYW - 1) ~$1 -A) P(etL - 1) PWtLP,>-l 
and note that p( 1 - eztL)p, petL( 1 - p) etLp E T(H), and p(e”” - 1)p E T(H) C 
HS(H), in order to establish (4.4). 
Now define (G,: t > 0) by G, = [F(etLln, p)]” if 0 < t/n < t,/2. Then by 
(4.1) and (4.2), Gt is a strongly continuous, self-adjoint contraction semigroup 
on F(H) satisfying the claim of the theorem. 
We know by Theorem 3.1 that {rDA,,(etL) r;’ = t > 0} extends to a semi- 
group of completely positive normal maps on B(F(H)). It only remains to show 
the weak continuity of this extension. Using (3.4) it is enough to check that the 
unitary family et E &F(K)), 0 < t < t, , given on a*(K)Q by 
??J~ = det[l + II,,(~J*&(Ut)]-1/2 : exp dF,&/l(uJ): 
is weakly continuous in t, where U* is the family of unitaries on K dilating etL 
pointwise. The proof is similar to that of (4.2). 
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Remarks. For the case that L itself is trace class, see [8, 11, 121, and for 
discussions on extending quasi-free dynamical semigroups, see [8, 301. 
APPENDIX 
Let 2 be an arbitrary Hilbert space, and s a projection on X. Then the map 
extends to a linear map dF, from the algebraic tensor product &@ 0 A? into 
n,yA(c?ff). If L E so @ 2; w h ere #a is a finite-dimensional subspace of &’ then, 
dF,(L) = i r,[a*(Lhi) a( 
i=l 
for any c.0.n. set h, ,..., h, in 3cp . Thinking of the trace-class operators as the 
projective tensor product 2 0’ .@, we see that there exists a bounded linear 
map dF, from T(Z) into r,A(X) such that 
dF,(L) = i$ xJa*(h) 491 
whenever L = Cfi @gi, with C iifi I/ /I gi 11 < co, and for any c.o.n. sequence 
hi in Y? 
dI;,(L) = f  n,5[a*(Lhi) 441. 
i=l 
See also [l, 2, 241. 
We also need to make sense of exp dF,(L)g, for certain Hilbert-Schmidt 
operators L on Z and certain vectors 9 in F(X). 
Suppose that sr and s2 are finite-dimensional projections on Z? with si < s. Let 
Si E B(H) with Si = (1 - s) S,s, i = 1, 2. Let hj be a c.o.n. set for Zin (siti: 
i= 1,2).Then 
LzF,(S,) = c a*(S,hj) a*(Jhj) 
and since (S&j, Jhle> = 0, Vi, j, k, we have 
<exp dF,(S& exp dF,(WQ> 
= go-&c jlz, (a*(SA) ... a*(Wd a*(Jh,) ... a*(Jh& 
+.pn a*(S&) ... a*(SAJ a*(Jhkl) ... a*(Jh&$ 
= det(l + S,*S,) 
5@!37/3-6 
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using the argument of [26] or [19] say. Thus 
II exp dF,(SJQ - exp dF,G%P /I2 
= det( 1 + ST&) + det( 1 + S,*S,) - det( 1 + S:S,) - det(1 + S,*S,). 
Using the continuity property of the determinant, e.g., [29] we see that the 
map S + exp dFs(S)Q defined on the finite-rank operators from s% into 
(1 - s).X extends to a continuous map from the Hilbert-Schmidt operators 
{S on &’ such that S = (1 - s) Ss) into F(H). 
More generally consider two projections sr , sa on with sr < sa . We can assume 
that our conjugation J commutes with both sr and sa . Then with similar argu- 
ments to the above we have 
(exp dF,1(S& exp dF,2(S,)Q> = det(l + S,*SJ 
for all Hilbert-Schmidt operators Si on # with Si = (1 - si) S,si . Then if 
s is a projection on &‘, take a sequence of projections s, t s, and a conjugation 
J to commute with all s, . Then if S, are Hilbert-Schmidt operators on 8 
with S, = (1 - sn) Sns, and S, + S in Hilbert-Schmidt norm, we have 
lim exp dFsn(S& = exp dF,(S)Q. 
nt rl C-41) 
Finally, for any projection s on 8, and any finite-rank operator S from s# 
into (1 - s)Z’, and any finite sequence fi ,..., fql in &‘, we have 
exp[dF,(S)] a*(fi> ... a*(f&J = a*(fJ *-a a*(fJ eqW,(SllQ. 642) 
In this way we can define exp[dF,(S)]p, for all CJI in u*(X)Q = {a*(fJ ... a*(fJ = 
fi E &‘, n = 0, 1, 2 ,... }, such that (A2) holds. 
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